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“It remains a source of great pride among the
team to produce the highest quality covers for
our clients. Our successes to date have provided
a great foundation for the future. We won’t rest
on our laurels though, innovation is in our blood
and we’re excited about uncovering our future
developments.”
E dward S toddart, Chief E xecutive at S tuart C anvas
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Company Overview

J us t how did a c om pa ny s upplying P VC
a nd c otton ta rpa ulins for the ha ula ge
indus tr y s inc e 1 9 7 1 be c om e le a de rs
in the m a nufa c ture a nd s upply of s ports ,
indus tr ia l a nd tra ns port c ove rs to a n
a rra y of high profile c lie nts , throughout
the UK a nd ove rs e a s ?

T hrough the c om bina tion of e xpe r ie nc e
a nd k now le dge a nd a dus ting of pa s s ion!
F or m ore tha n 4 0 ye a rs , innova tion a nd
our c om m itm e nt to be ing the be s t c ove r
m a nufa c ture r to the s ports a nd
c om m e rc ia l s e c tors ha s guide d
S tua rt C a nva s .

S tuart
C anvas . . .
uncovered

The Board

E dward S toddart -
C hief E xec utive

Ed has worked in the leisure industry
for over ten years in several different
countries. He has worked on various
commercial projects and his
experience lies in the implementing
of change to create increased sales
and efficiency to businesses.

He has worked for companies such
as Arena Leisure plc, C lubhaus plc
and Namco Operations as well as
working as a freelance consultant.
Ed has a great knowledge of venues
and the sports and leisure markets.

We have s upplied c overs to many of the top c ric ket, tennis ,

football, hors e rac ing and rugby venues to provide the bes t

protec tion agains t rain, fros t and debris . Our hover c over is

us ed from L ord’s to Dhaka to P une c ric ket grounds and

our inflatable c overs are us ed on thos e rainy days at

Wimbledon. L ook c los ely enough and you’ll find us at mos t

big s ports events .

S tuart C anvas als o manufac ture indus trial c overs for

a wide variety of blue c hip c ompanies s uc h as :

B AE S ys tems , R oyal Mint and S c ottis h P ower.

We als o offer an extens ive range of bes poke c overs ,

made-to-meas ure and des igned to meet your exac t needs .

“New materials
and technology
have allowed
us to produce
quality covers
more cost
effectively but
without the loss
of quality and
service that we
have built our
reputation on
for the past
40 years at
S tuart Canvas.”
E dward S toddart, C hie f E xecutive

R a in C ove r

S til la ge C ove r

C r ic k e t Mobile C ove rC ur ta in S ide
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Nic Coward -
Non-Executive Chairman

Nic joined the board in April 2018. 
He is non-executive chairman and 
director of a number of companies, 
having spent over 20 years as a senior 
executive in well-known British and 
world sport organisations. He was 
General Secretary of the Premier 
League, Chief Executive of the British 
Horseracing Authority and a director 
of the Football Association and 
Wembley Stadium, Deputy Chairman 
of an award-winning PR and lobbying
 agency, and the founding chairman 
of the global sport industry’s media 
and IP coalition. 

He now chairs England Golf, and 
advises sports and entertainment 
businesses as a consultant, in addition 
to being on the boards of companies 
in the UK and New Zealand in the 
retail motor trade, property 
investment and data analytics.
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Company Overview

E nvironm e nt P olic y

P romoting and maintaining

environmentally res pons ible

prac tic es is benefic ial for

everyone: our c us tomers ,

employees and the

c ommunities in whic h we

operate. At S tuart C anvas ,

we take our c ommitment

to the environment

s erious ly. We c onduc t

our bus ines s in ways that

protec t the environment

and demons trate good

s tewards hip of our world’s

natural res ourc es , als o, we

c ontinually s eek new ways

to addres s the

environmental c os t and

impac t of our ac tivities ,

produc ts and s ervic es .

We ac hieve this by:

Meeting or exceeding all

applicable government,

local and company

environmental, safety and

health standards

Providing a workplace free

of recognised hazards and

maintaining healthy

working conditions for

all employees

Partic ipating in recycling

to the greatest practical

extent to reduce impact

on landfills and promote

recovery of valuable

resources

Conveying to our

customers, industry

associates, vendors and

the general public our

strong environmental,

safety and health

commitment

Continuously improving

our commitment to the

aforementioned through

the exercise of our EMS ,

improved technology,

production changes and

due diligence.

How We Work

We’re immens ely proud of our c us tomer c are and our dedic ated team are always on hand

to help out with any enquiries you may have.

We feel it is important to s et out and help people unders tand our proc es s from s tart to

finis h. To ens ure that your S tuart C anvas experienc e is a great one we always adhere to

the following proc es s where applic able:

How we
work
and
where

Warrington

E NQUIR Y S ITE VIS IT QUOTE

C OMME NC E ME NT
OF WOR K

P R AC TIC AL
C OMP LE TION

C HE C K S

OR DE R
C ONFIR MATION

FOLLOW UP
C HE C K S

OR DE R FOR M

S tua r t C anva s P roduc tion Team
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Stuart Canvas Ltd has over 40 years’ experience in 
manufacturing covers out of a variety of materials. The 
company specialises in the manufacture and design of 
ready-made and bespoke covers for a range of di�erent 
sectors including; sports, defence, construction, supply 
chain, transport, leisure and domestic settings.

Stuart Canvas has approximately 60,000sqft of 
purpose-built manufacturing facilities across 3 sites 
based in Warrington, She�eld and St Helens. As the 
industry has grown so has Stuart Canvas, we have 
invested heavily in new machines and technology. 
This allows us to design and manufacture nearly all 
types of covers.

The company owns the established brands JMS cricket, 
A&J Bennett and Mudfords. These companies bring not 
only experience but increased capacity and diversity to 
the group.  



Our heritage is steeped in the
manufacturing of covers for the
cricket, tennis and racing industries.

We have developed some of the leading
designs currently used across all sports
and we strive to continuously develop
new products, using only the most
up-to-date technology and materials.
All of our products are made in the UK,
on-site in Warrington under strict quality
control measures.

As an international company, we have
clients all over the world from Wimbledon
to the West Indies.
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Sport

Stay one
step ahead
of the game
with our
innovative
sports covers

Leaders in bespoke manufacturing of sports, industrial and transport covers
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Bespoke
Can’t find what
you’re looking for?

As one of the leading
custom made cover
manufacturers in the UK,
we’re confident that we
can meet any covering
requirements with our
bespoke offerings.

Turn to page 30 for more
information on this.

Cricket Mobile Cover Tennis Inflatable Cover Veterinary Inflatable Shelter
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Speed of delivery onto
the pitch, manpower and
increased manoeuvrability
of covers into key
positions.

These are just some
of the issues that Stuart
Canvas had to consider
before innovative thinking
led to the creation of the
patented, revolutionary
hover cover.

01925 814 525 www.stuartcanvas.co.uk 1110

Sport/Cricket/
Hover Cover

You’ll be
bowled over
by our
cricket
coverage

The hover cover is an

innovative product,

designed by Stuart Canvas,

which has revolutionised

the way major cricket

grounds protect their

squares around the world.

Developed in 1998 and

installed at Lord’s in the

same year, it not only

reduces the amount of

playing time lost to rain

but also enables the ground

staff to cover the pitch and

square within three minutes

with much reduced

manpower.

The hover cover, with its

potential for generating

sponsorship and

advertising revenue, is the

ideal product for covering

all test match and county

grounds.

Leaders in bespoke manufacturing of sports, industrial and transport covers

Benefits uncovered...

Speed - the hover cover can be protecting
the pitch within three minutes of the start
of rain.

Manpower - self propelled, the hover cover
requires fewer ground staff than traditional
pitch covers.

Transportation - the hover cover easily
glides to the centre of the pitch.

Sponsorship - the canvas top is perfect for
sign writing and can be shaped to the
sponsor’s wishes.

Benefits to the groundsman
– air circulation units can be used to speed
up the drying process and is ideal for
controlled germination.

C
ricket

/
H

o
ver

C
o

ver

“The hover
cover is far
superior to
any type
of wheeled
cricket pitch
covering
currently on
the market,
quick,
efficient, easy
to handle and
no more back
ache.
A brilliant bit
of kit.”
Michael Hunt, Head Groundsman
at Lord’s
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Sport/Cricket/
Hover Cover

Sport/Cricket/
Mobile Cover

Speed

The hover cover can be

protecting the pitch within

three minutes of the start of

rain whereas normal cricket

covers would take up to 10

minutes to cover the pitch

completely.

Manpower

Being self-propelled,

the hover cover requires

fewer ground staff and less

time to manoeuvre it onto

the square than traditional

mobile pitch covers.

Transportation

The hover cover glides to

the centre of the pitch thus

meaning there will be no

wheel marks or damage to

the turf after a deluge of

rain. The hover cover, which

is motorised, can be loaded

with side sheets and a

bowlers’ run-up cover thus

avoiding extra man power

and time getting the covers

to the centre.

Sponsorship

The hover cover is an ideal

sponsorship medium for

your venue. The PVC top is

perfect for sign writing and

it can be shaped to the

sponsor’s wishes, made

to look like an aeroplane

fuselage with tail fin or even

a can of drink for example.

The hover cover can also

be used as a mobile

advertising hoarding during

intervals if required.

Benefits to the
groundsmen

The air circulation units can

be used to speed up the

drying process and are

ideal for controlled

germination, especially out

of season. It can also be

moved sideways easily,

on and off the pitch, when

work is necessary during

showery days.

Dimensions

Dimensions are tailor made

to the customer’s own

requirements, but would

normally be between 80ft –

100ft long and 15ft wide.

It is powered by two 20hp

petrol-driven engines,

one at each end. Integral

gutters down each long

side are designed to carry

square covers on inflatable

tubes and extra covers,

if necessary, for bowlers’

run-ups.

The hover cover has many advantages over conventional pitch covers...

Photo courtesy of Surrey CCC/PA Images

Signwritten Top Hover Cover
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rts“We have used Stuart Canvas
for all our pitch protection for
many years and have found
the service excellent and the
products do exactly what they
are supposed to do - keep the
pitch dry!”
Bill Gordon, Winner of Groundsman of the Year for seven

consecutive years at Surrey County Cricket Club, The Kia Oval

“The hover cover from Stuart Canvas has been
a godsend. It is fast, reliable and covers our
ground in just a few minutes. It has definitely
helped save matches and is a must have cover.”
Steve Birks, Head Groundsman at Trent Bridge
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Sport/Cricket/
Mobile Cover

Our original design has

been modified and improved

over the years, taking into

account suggestions from

various club and county

groundsmen. Considering

that most clubs employ

a maximum of one

groundsman (or none at all),

it was imperative that the

individual sections of the

mobile cover were easy to

manoeuvre and we were

extremely mindful of this

throughout the design

process.

The mobile pitch cover

also provides an excellent

opportunity for advertising,

as a sponsor’s name or logo

can be printed on the cover

before leaving our factory.

Alternatively, we can print

the required design onto a

flat section of canvas which

can be placed and secured

on top of the roof of each

section at your ground.

Unit

Lightweight steel frame and

integral gutters.

Cover

White, blue, red, translucent

or green PVC UV stabilised

with overlaps between the

units to stop any water

getting in between them.

Wheels

Four, puncture proof, wheels

per section… two swivel

and two fixed.

Gutter

Integral with an excellent

drainage system of pipes

and hoses.

Hose

Each unit comes complete

with 25m hose.

Side Sheets

Side and bowlers’ run-up

sheets can easily be

attached to the mobile

cover.

Advertising

The cover tops provide

an excellent opportunity

for advertising, this can be

arranged in-house through

our professional sign writing

team.

Assembly

Our in-house installation

team will assemble your

units and cover tops on-site

at your convenience.

The main benefits of our mobile cover are:

Sport/Cricket/
Flat Sheet/Pro-Tech Cover/
Germination Sheet

Flat Sheet

Stuart Canvas has
considerable expertise
in pitch protection, having
supplied flat sheets to every
test ground in the UK as
well as to the West Indies
Cricket Board for all of their
major venues. We offer
a variety of flat sheets
including test, county
and pro-tech.

Pro-Tech Cover

Our pro-tech cover was
developed over a period
of 18 months, combining
our expertise in
manufacturing with new
technologies and materials,
and customer feedback.

The cover is lightweight and
easy to handle making it
a great proven success with
many of the county grounds
and top schools.

Germination Sheet

Our germination sheets are
strong and durable and are
ideal for your cricket pitch.
Our range consists of
17gsm fleece to 130gsm
polypropylene, available
in either green or black
porous material.

All of our sheets, apart from
the fleece, come complete
with reinforced hems and
eyelets to enable you to peg
the sheet down securely.

Benefits uncovered...

Pro-Tech Cover – breathable, lightweight and promotes
grass growth.

Test Cover – strong, durable and easy to use.

County Cover – lightweight and easy to handle.

Germination Sheet – strong, durable and lightweight.

Photo courtesy of Steve Blakeman

County Cover Germination Sheet Pro-Tech Cover

Test Cover

Stuart Canvas is the UK’s leading supplier of mobile pitch covers. Over the years,
we have designed and manufactured mobile covers for every county cricket club
in the country.
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Sport/Cricket/
Scoreboard/Sightscreen/
Mobile Net/Ground Equipment

The test cover has also

been treated to withstand

damage by fungicides and

bactericides used on all

squares, thereby prolonging

its life. We have made the

sheets lighter over the

years to make handling

easier, whilst still retaining

sufficient weight and

strength to counteract

high winds.

Sightscreen

Stuart Canvas can offer

a variety of sightscreens

to suit your needs.

Our in-house assembly

team will assemble the

screen at your club or you

can opt for a delivery only

option.

Our standard sightscreens

are:

� 4.5m high x 4.25m wide

� 15 white lattes

� 4 plastic solid rubber

wheels designed for use

on grass

The frames and bases are

made from heavy duty

galvanised boxed steel to

give it extra life expectancy.

The screens can easily

be moved by one person,

making it easy for ground

staff and players. They can

also be dismantled easily

for winter storage.

Mobile Net

Our portable galvanised

steel cricket cages are

designed to be extremely

durable and the heavy duty

galvanised structure is

suitable for all venues.

Our in-house installation

team will assemble the net

at your club or you can

choose to put it together

yourself with the help of our

thorough self assembly

guide.

Features of our mobile nets

are:

� Galvanised protection

� Easily manoeuvred

� Steel framework

� Wide solid wheels for

grass use

� Quality netting

� Easily assembled

Ground Equipment

Our additional cricket

offerings also include:

� Stumps

� Hessian Matting

� Jute Matting

� Coconut Matting

� White Sightscreen Mesh

Our test cover is made from textile reinforced PVC which has been
designed to let in light without ‘burning’ the grass.

Benefits uncovered...

Strength – all covers are manufactured
from textile reinforced material incorporating
anti-bacteriological and fungicidal chemicals.

Durable – each of our covers has a good
lifespan but this of course depends on how
it is treated on-site.

Easy to use – our covers are easy to pull on and off the
pitch. All covers come with grab handles and eyelets.

Photo courtesy of Surrey CCC/PA Images

Standard
Scoreboard

Made from birch faced

exterior plywood and

painted matt black.

Our standard scoreboard

comes with telegraph

numbers and white vinyl

lettering. This model shows

‘total’, ‘wickets’, ‘overs’ and

‘last innings’ and is 1.525m

high by 1.370m wide.

It is also available with

or without the stand.

We also offer a senior

scoreboard and folding

scoreboard within our

range, on request.

Standard Scoreboard Mobile Nets

Sightscreen

Sport/Cricket/
Test Cover

Sightscreen
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Sport/Cricket/
Artificial

Artificials/
Non-Turf Services/Netting/Batting Curtain

� SCP PP – a wilton woven

carpet, the SCP PP offers

cricketers consistent

bounce but with a little

more pace due to the

shorter pile height. When

accompanied by the SCP

12, this carpet is ideal for

outdoor use. Life

expectancy of 7 – 10 years.

Available width: 2.74m.

� SCP Junior – this non-

directional needle punch

carpet offers great

consistency and bounce,

at a much lower cost to

the wilton woven carpets.

It’s perfect for junior

cricket but can be used for

senior cricket too. Life

expectancy of 4 – 6 years.

Available widths: 2m,

2.74m and 4m.

Our range of non-turf

carpets has been developed

using the most up-to-date

technologies and materials.

It includes:

� SCP PVC – this heavier

weighted, non-directional

needle punch carpet offers

great play both inside and

outside. Life expectancy of

4 – 6 years.

Available width: 2m.

� SCP 12 – is the most

commonly used playing

shock pad. Tried and

tested, it offers superb

consistency and is ideal

for use with our SCP PP.

Life expectancy of 8 – 12

years. Available width:

2.5m.

� SCP Waffle – a lighter

version of the SCP PVC,

this is perfect for roll away

storage. It’s a non-

directional needle punch

carpet, making it ideal for

indoor and outdoor use.

Life expectancy of 4 – 6

years. Available width: 2m.

� SCP Bowler Pad – ideal

for the bowlers run up

area, a thicker shock pad

than the SCP 12 this load

absorbing shock pad

offers great support for the

bowler’s ankles, knees and

lower back. Life

expectancy of 8 – 12 years.

Available width: 4m.

� SCP Bowler – ideal for

high wear areas such as

the bowler run up, this

sand filled needle punch

carpet is ideally used with

our SCP bowler pad to

improve support for

bowlers. Life expectancy

of 6 – 8 years.

Available width: 4m.

Surface
Improvements

With all aggregate bases

there is an aspect of

movement over time due to

migration and compaction.

Consequently, from time to

time it’s necessary to

remove the carpets and

shock pads to re-level and

compact the primary layer.

This will help bring the

system back to its original

playing characteristics. We

offer re-leveling and surface

improvement work on all

systems, even if it wasn’t

originally installed by us.

Steel Work

The quality of steel has

improved tremendously over

the years. Consequently,

you may need to replace

your old steel work, due to

your system failing to meet

the current standards.

Stuart Canvas can replace

any old steel with our

48.3mm diameter

galvanised tube. We place

all steel work into a 500mm

deep socket allowing up to

4m in height, offering more

room for spinners to flight

the ball.

Netting and Mesh
Net Sightscreen

As one of the main

components that takes the

most impact it is only

inevitable that netting will

need replacing regularly.

Stuart Canvas offer 1.8mm

and a 2mm knotted

replacement netting,

available in black or green.

Other nettings can be

ordered if required. We also

offer a fine mesh netting

which can be used as

a sightscreen in fully

enclosed systems or for free

standing sightscreens.

Artificial carpets that are long lasting, perform consistently
and utilise up-to-date technology from the ground up.

SCP PP

SCP Junior

SCP PVC

SCP 12

SCP Waffle

SCP Bowler Pad

SCP Bowler

Batting Curtain

As Stuart Canvas are also

thinking about safety and

sustainability, our batting

curtain is made from a

strong PVC mesh. This will

help reduce the amount of

impact your netting will

take, helping your nets last

longer. These are also used

for keeping batters safe, by

enclosing the batting area

this prevents unwanted

distractions and ball

movement between lanes.

Match Pitch

Batting Curtain
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Sport/Tennis

We’re
serious
about our
tennis
covers

Sport/Tennis/
Debris Cover/Frost Cover/Indoor Netting/
Windbreak and Tennis Screens

The debris cover also acts

as a frost cover during the

winter months whilst still

allowing airflow around the

court.

A debris cover can be

applied by just one person

in a matter of minutes and

can easily be stored by the

side of the court. A small

investment in one of our

debris covers will add years

to the life of your court.

Frost Cover

Our frost cover is

manufactured in one, two or

three layers depending on

the level of protection and

insulation required. These

made-to-measure covers

are made from a lightweight

material which can be rolled

out on an inflatable tube by

two people. We also

manufacture covers that

can be pulled across the

court.

“We have worked closely with Stuart Canvas for over 25 years
at the Championships and they have always been efficient and
reliable. The covers have definitely helped save the day on
numerous occasions!”
Martin Guntrip, Club Secretary at All England Lawn Tennis Club

Debris Cover

Our debris cover is ideal

for use in the autumn and

winter to prevent leaves,

twigs and other natural

debris being deposited onto

your hard court surface.

By protecting the playing

surface you are also

prolonging the life of the

court by preventing moss

and weeds from

developing.

Windbreak and
Tennis Screens

Our windbreaks and tennis

screens are ideal for home

or club use and can be

made-to-measure to fit

your exact requirements.

We can manufacture

anything from a rot-proof

canvas to a polypropylene

material. These also act

as shading for the court

and players.

The screens simply

slip onto your existing

perimeter fencing.

They’re straightforward,

uncomplicated to use and

a great addition to any

court.

Indoor Netting

We now supply indoor

sports venues with netting

solutions to suit their

requirements. This may be

to segregate tennis courts

or for cricket nets.

Everything is made

bespoke to suit your

requirements including the

gauge of the netting and

PVC or canvas skirts.

Indoor NettingFrost Cover
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Sport/Tennis/
Flat Sheet

Sport/Tennis/
Inflatable Cover

they are made with doors

to allow ground staff access

with mowing machines and

line marking equipment.

Our inflatable tennis cover

have been used on those

rainy days at a number of

different clubs including;

Wimbledon (The All England

Lawn Tennis Club), The

AEGON Championships and

Eastbourne Championships.
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Benefits uncovered...

Easy to handle – our inflatable cover is made from a lightweight material.

Practical – work can be carried out underneath the cover once inflated.

Speed – quick and easy to deploy, with minimal manpower required.

Protective – sheltering the playing surface with our inflatable cover reduces the risk
of injury to players and ensures play can resume quickly after the rain has stopped.

Inflatable Cover

Our inflatable cover is made

of a lightweight material

which, when rolled out

across the court, is inflated

by fans to form a dome

allowing water to drain into

channels around the court.

The dimensions, when

inflated, are sufficient to

allow limited work to be

carried out underneath the

covers and, for this reason,

“The Lawn Tennis Association has worked with
Stuart Canvas for over 15 years. They provide
a first class professional service and in moments
of need have always reacted very quickly and
effectively to any of our last minute requests.
Without a doubt the covers have given us very
valuable protection for the grass courts.”
Patrick Hughesman, Tournament Director at AEGON Classic at Lawn Tennis Association

Flat Sheet Inflatable Cover Flat Sheet
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Our flat sheet is designed to allow
the light in without burning the grass.
Our flat sheet is made from

a lightweight material and

can be rolled out by a

minimal number of people,

making them ideal for club

or private use on all tennis

court surfaces. Each sheet

is made-to-measure and

provides protection from

wet weather.

These man-made sheets

are designed to allow light

in without ‘burning’ the

grass whilst also being

treated to withstand

damage caused by

fungicides and bactericides

used on grass courts,

thereby prolonging their life.

Stuart Canvas can also sign

write any branding that you

may require on the cover.
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Sport/Football Sport/Football/
Retractable Tunnels/Frost Cover/Germination Cover/Rain Cover

Premier
football
covers from
Stuart Canvas

Retractable Tunnels

Our bespoke retractable

tunnels are designed and

manufactured to suit your

needs and requirements.

We have designed,

manufactured and supplied

these items to various

football clubs across the

country, including

Manchester United, Stoke

City FC and Wembley, as well

as various power stations,

schools and large warehouse

facilities.

The tunnels can be sign

written to promote

companies or goods and

the main PVC body comes

in a variety of colours

to suit.

The tunnel can be fixed

or produced with a reach

system if preferred.

One standard tunnel system

uses wheels, which are easy

to manoeuvre into your

desired position.

Frost Cover

Our frost cover allows the

grass to breathe while the

cover is on the ground and

will protect the grass from

temperatures up to -4°c but

this will depend on the wind

chill factor. Our covers

can be ordered in the size,

weight and thickness that

you require.

The thicker the cover the

more frost it will keep out

however the weight will

vary accordingly.

Covers with an inflatable

roller offer a quick and

efficient installation,

removal and storage option.

Germination Cover

Stuart Canvas offer a strong

and durable germination

cover which is ideal for

football pitches.

All germination covers are

bespoke and manufactured

to any size you require.

We can offer covers from

130gsm fleece to 230gsm

black or green porous

material. All our germination

covers come with reinforced

hems and eyelets so they

can be pegged down. Some

can also double up as frost

covers.

Rain Cover

We have supplied sets

of rain covers to numerous

premiership and

championship football

clubs. These covers are

made-to-measure to suit

each individual club’s

requirements and will

protect the surface from

any adverse weather.

These easy-to-use covers

are simple to apply, remove

and store.

For a demonstration on

what we can do for your

club please contact us on

01925 814 525.

“Tottenham Hotspur FC
required a solution to protect
their training pitch from the
severe weather conditions, to
ensure that the first team could
continue to practice. Stuart
Canvas reacted quickly to solve
our problem, and delivered
a frost protection system to us
ahead of schedule. The system
has proved to work well and
we continue to work with Stuart
Canvas on other projects.”
Darren Baldwin, Head Groundsman at Tottenham Hotspur

Fact: The retractable tunnel can be sign written to promote
companies or goods and comes in a variety of colours to suit

Rain Cover Frost Cover
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Stuart Canvas manufactures pole and
padded railing protection covers for
racecourses and associated venues.
We use foam and strong PVC that is both
waterproof and able to withstand general
day-to-day wear and tear.

With health and safety requirements now
of paramount importance, this equipment
will greatly reduce the risk of injury to
your horses and riders.

Leaders in bespoke manufacturing of sports, industrial and transport covers
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Sport/Horse Racing and Equestrian/
Padded Railing Support

Paddock to
racecourse...
we’ve got it
covered

Inflatable Shelter

Stuart Canvas inflatable

shelter came in response

to Ascot racecourse’s

request to design a

veterinary screen which

would completely conceal

a horse that needed

veterinary treatment in the

winner’s enclosure,

paddock or in front of the

stands.

Our brief, was to design and

manufacture a product that

could easily be put over the

horse and inflated quickly

(under one minute) with

sufficient room for three

people to ensure complete

viewing protection from the

public. The shelter can also

be attached to the back

of a horse ambulance.

Veterinary Screen

We are the leading provider

of veterinary screens in the

UK, supplying over 45

racecourses. We also supply

screens to polo clubs, point-

to-point courses and other

equestrian related activities.

Our standard screen is 30ft

long by 8ft high and has

seven poles that can be

easily inserted into the turf

for stability. The screen also

has grab handles on each

pole for extra stability and

viewing holes which enable

officials to keep a close eye

on procedures.

Frost Cover

We have the capacity to

manufacture frost covers

for take-off and landing

areas or any other shaded

areas prone to frost.

If required, we can also

provide frost covers for an

entire racecourse.

Stuart Canvas have

produced frost covers for

many racecourses all over

the country. Our covers

have saved many a meeting

from being cancelled,

making them a revenue-

saving product.

The screens can be erected

quickly and easily so that

the public or media do not

get a view of the injured

horse or rider.

Our latest design is the

same size as our standard

screen but with the added

feature of an angled top.

This helps block the view

of spectators in the

grandstands and higher

seated areas, making it

ideal for use in the parade

ring and in front of the

grandstands.

All of our veterinary screens

can be made to suit

individual requirements.

Our offerings also include

a variety of options to cover

your gallops or ménage

from frost and this varies

from single skin to double

skin covers, to blow up

covers over the whole

ménage.

Direction Arrow

We have recently developed

a new product that is used

at Aintree racecourse which

are quick and easy to use

direction arrows. Made from

lightweight material and

with a yellow arrow

attached it is foldable with a

movable leg.

Sport/Horse Racing and Equestrian/
Inflatable Shelter/Veterinary Screen/Frost Cover/Direction Arrow

Padded Rail Support Veterinary Screen Frost Cover Inflatable Shelter

“Stuart
Canvas are
an innovative,
dynamic and
totally
professional
organisation
with an
outstanding
international
reputation.”
Michael Prosser,
Director of Racing
at Newmarket Racecourses
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Our air supported domes

are innovative objects

created with high quality

materials and the latest

technology. They’re quickly

erected and can be used

for seasonal or permanent

coverage.

The special design of our

air domes gives consumers

the same level of comfort

they are used to with

traditional sports buildings.

The domes can be used

for any purpose and for any

sport, from tennis to

football to hockey, they

can even be used to cover

swimming pools.

Tennis Court
Air Dome

The particularly quick

erection of the air dome and

its equally rapid dismantling,

that leaves no visible traces,

allows for temporary or

permanent coverage,

thereby increasing

investors’ profit levels.

The translucency of the

membrane allows the

domes to be used in

daylight without the need

for artificial lighting.

The excellent insulation

characteristics of the

double fabric membrane

ensure the proper condition

for the use of any flooring

type.

programmes for a variety

of sports.

Domes can be erected for

temporary, seasonal or

permanent use. Appropriate

sports flooring, along with

other facilities from

wardrobes to stands, can

be installed. The

combination of the latest

materials and technologies

used in the air domes

means low operating costs

and comfort for the people

using them.

Swimming Pool
Air Dome

Our air dome prolongs

the use of swimming pools

and aqua parks throughout

the year.

Football Air Dome

The domes can be made to

fit over a 5-a-side pitch or

over a full pitch with seating

inside. Nearly anything

(within reason!) can be

achieved and these domes

provide you with the perfect

facility to train when the

weather is bad. Heating and

lighting can be introduced

into the domes to make

them completely self

sufficient.

Multi Purpose
Activities

With our advanced-

technology air supported

structure, it is possible to

install school sports

facilities and recreational

domes for instructional

Proven technological

solutions enable a

comfortable warmed

passage between domes.

Double or even triple fabric

membranes are creating

new high standards of

insulation and condensation

prevention and therefore

ensure low operating costs.

Air Dome Details

The domes are constructed

from a double membrane

translucent material. Along

with this we can supply all

the lighting, heating,

inflation, doors and other

such items required to use

in the dome.

Ground Anchors

If ground conditions permit,

we can install a series of

ground anchors instead

of a concrete ring beam.

This is ideal where a dome

is being added to existing

courts. The disruption of

digging a trench and

getting rid of the soil is

avoided, and costs are

slightly less than a ring

beam. This may not always

be available on air domes

as it depends on the size.

The covers can easily be
laid down and picked up,
so are suitable for all
teams… regardless of size.
We have a number of
different frost covers
available to suit various
requirements and budgets.

Boxing Ring
Canvas

Stuart Canvas have been
manufacturing boxing ring
canvas and skirts for over
four years. With our highly
skilled production staff, we
can make any size canvas
to your own specifications.
All canvas rings are stitched
in such a way that there are
no trip hazards. Canvasses
are available in either blue
or black.

Sport/
Air Domes

Sport/
Rugby

Sport/
Boxing

Sport/
Beach Volleyball

Frost Cover

Stuart Canvas have worked
with many high profile
rugby clubs, supplying
them with frost protection
covers. These covers
provide perfect protection
against frost to allow
matches to proceed,
reducing the chance
of costly abandonments.

Beach Volleyball
Cover

Our beach volleyball cover
can be easily laid out to
protect your playing surface
when not in use. The covers
are lightweight and porous
so water drains through
whilst leaves, debris and
any animal deposits are
kept away from the playing
surface.

Covers easily attach to the
perimeter fences and can
be left at the side of the
court, these are also
available on rollers for ease
of deployment.
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Frost Cover Boxing Ring Canvas Beach Volleyball Cover

Beach Volleyball Cover

“Quality of
goods backed
by a
professional
approach,
Stuart Canvas
continue
to deliver
on time.”
Darren Golden, A and D Sports
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As one of the leading
custom made cover
manufacturers in the UK
we are confident that we
can satisfy all of your
covering requirements
with our made-to-measure
solutions, designed
and manufactured to order.

Stuart Canvas offers the
full service, from design to
installation, for any type
of bespoke cover whether
industrial, commercial
or just for home use.

30

Bespoke

Leaders in bespoke manufacturing of sports, industrial and transport covers
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Made-to-
measure
covers with
our bespoke
offerings

Stuart Canvas can produce

any type of cover using

a variety of industrial

textiles to suit any

application. We design

and manufacture temporary

structures of all sizes that

can act as extra storage,

space, loading areas or

even as temporary working

structures. Our clients

range from energy

companies, automotive

manufacturers to defence

contractors and

government organisations.

Our purpose built factory

has over 25,000 sq. ft

of space meaning we can

easily cope with single or

multiple orders of all sizes.

No job is too big.
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Bespoke/
Re-usable Cover

Bespoke/
Home and Garden/

Bespoke/
Military

save the environment and

reduce wastage.

Benefits of our re-usable

covers include:

� Reduced carbon footprint

� Reduced wastage

� Reduced long term costs

� Longer lifespan

� Branding opportunity

Home and Garden

We can manufacture covers

for gazebos, benches,

BBQs and basically

anything that may need

to be protected from the

inclement weather! They are

all made-to-measure and

available in a variety of

colours and materials.

Our bespoke home and

garden offerings include:

32

Temporary
Structures

Temporary structures

provide a solution to the

problem of limited storage

space. We can produce

a structure that can

concertina to and fro

as often as requirement

dictates and can also

on hand to solve any

covering issues that you

may have. We offer a very

competitive and value for

money service.

Fact: We can manufacture
anything from a one off item
to multiples of hundreds and
thousands

� Sail shades

� BBQ covers

� Seating solutions

� Canopies

be used as an extra

loading area.

Commercial Covers

We can manufacture

anything from one off items

to multiples of hundreds or

thousands. Stuart Canvas

can produce covers for

many different needs and

requirements.

All our covers are made-

to-measure and priced

as such.

With all large commercial

projects we offer site

surveys and drawings

to illustrate our designs

and ideas. We have an

experienced research

and development team

Re-usable Cover

Stuart Canvas design and

manufacture re-usable

covers for a variety of uses.

For example, you may be

using shrink wrap to protect

your shipment of goods.

This method is a one time

use solution and is not

environmentally friendly.

We design covers to protect

your goods during transit

or storage helping you to

Military

Stuart Canvas also

manufacture and supply

covers to the defence

market, whether it be for

vehicles or logistics. We can

source any materials to suit

all weather conditions,

whatever the application

may be.
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Seating Area Cover Salt Bay Cover Machinery Cover Machinery Cover Hot Tub Cover Military Cover

Retractable Cover

Gazebo

Our bespoke military

offerings include:

� Vehicle covers

� Storage covers

Bespoke/
Temporary Structures
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Industrial

Static or mobile, fixed or retractable,
single or large volume orders...
Stuart Canvas can design and
manufacture made-to-measure covers
to suit your exact needs.

With over 40 years experience, we have
gained a multitude of clients across a
variety of backgrounds including utility,
warehouse and manufacturing sectors.

Our experienced team are always on
hand to solve any covering issues,
no matter what the size or complexities
of the project.

Our
measured
approach
to
industrial
covers

Rain Cover Modular Building Cover Warehouse Curtain

“Stuart Canvas redesigned
our current sheeting system,
which proved to be more user
friendly and gave a longer
product lifespan.
Stuart Canvas continue
to deliver quality products and
are now the preferred supplier
for all our storage sheeting.
They also run a cleaning and
repair programme which
is critical to meet the needs
of our season storage
requirements.”
Packing Day Supervisor at GrowHow

Leaders in bespoke manufacturing of sports, industrial and transport covers
Ind

ustrial
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Industrial/
Equipment and Industrial Cover

Equipment and
Industrial Cover

We offer a variety of

covers which include both

mobile or static options as

well as on-site workshops.

These workshops are

retractable making them

great space savers and

ideal environments for

additional, short-term

storage.

We’re experienced

manufacturers and

suppliers of:

� Waterproof Covers

� Tarpaulins

� Equipment Covers

� Industrial Covers

� Industrial Canopies

� Industrial Awnings

� Industrial Curtain Systems

� Tote Bin Covers

� Stillage Covers

� Modular Covers

Temporary
Structure

Short of space at your

factory or warehouse?

Stuart Canvas can help!

We will design and produce

a concertina structure

which can be expanded

to give you additional floor

space as often as

requirement dictates.

The structure can also be

folded down or used as an

extra loading area.

Made-to-measure, we’ll

take care to make sure that

the structure is designed to

meet all your requirements.

Benefits include:

� Durable

� UV stabilisation

� Inclement weather

protection

� Netting

� Bespoke weigh down

sandbags

Examples of the types of

covers we manufacture

include:

� Industrial Curtains

� Separation Curtains

� Dust Covers

� Racking Covers

Bulk Pile Storage

We offer a full site survey,

design and installation for

large bulk pile storage

solutions. Our team of

experienced installers

can cover large bulk

aggregates or salt ranging

from as little as 1,000 tonne

to a hefty 50,000 tonne.

Warehouse and
Racking Cover

Stuart Canvas design and

manufacture many different

types of covers for

warehouses and racking,

all made-to-measure to

meet your exact

requirements. All of our

covers are long lasting,

durable and re-usable.

Our team are able to design

a cover from scratch or can

replicate from an existing

design.

We offer a full range of

services including: site

surveying, measuring,

designing, manufacturing,

installation and delivery

to ensure products are

delivered on time, every

time.

Benefits uncovered...

On-site inspection - Stuart Canvas will visit your site, measure up and provide
drawings of any ideas that we have.

Research and Development - our experienced team are always on hand to solve
complex problems and requirements.

Measured approach - all our covers are made-to-measure and competitively priced.

Industrial/
Temporary Cover

Bespoke
Can’t find what
you’re looking for?
As one of the leading

custom made cover

manufacturers in the UK,

we’re confident that we can

meet any covering

requirements with our

bespoke offerings.

Turn to page 30 for more

information on this.

Bay Cover

Golf Buggy Cover
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Pallet Cover

Pallet covers are ideal for

storing product outside, these

are 100% waterproof and will

protect your products from the

elements. Stuart Canvas are

able to manufacture pallet

covers of any size and for any

use. All are made-to-measure,

available in a variety of colours

and are manufactured to an

exact specification. Covers can

be made to fit with or without

ties and additional fixings can

be applied for security if

needed.

Leaders in bespoke manufacturing of sports, industrial and transport covers
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Transport

Go for
miles
with our
transport
covers

We began selling tarpaulins to the haulage
industry over 40 years ago. We’ve grown
with the industry and have developed our
business alongside it.

Steeped in historical experience, Stuart
Canvas can offer you competitive prices on
all types of haulage covers including roll on
roll off, side curtains, nettings and load
restraints. We have over 200 man years
of experience on our factory floor and can
offer a quick and efficient service for all
your haulage requirements. We can even
develop ideas that you may have as we
specialise in made-to-measure covers.

Roll On Roll Off

Trailer Cover Trailer Cover Pick Up Cover

Transp
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Transport/
Vehicle Curtains

Using only the best panama

weave PVC of the highest

quality, we have been

producing curtains for the

transport industry for over

40 years. Not only are we

competitively priced but we

have a superb reputation for

producing bespoke

products to meet your

requirements.

Our array of products

includes but is not limited to

the following:

� Horizontal or vertical build

� Tensioner front, rear

or both

� Vertically tensioned or

strap in pocket

� Full range of colours in

PVC and straps

� Full range of buckle types

and rave hooks

� Professionally sign written

or printed

Our pocketed curtains are

made from 910gsm PVC

with triple eyelets every two

foot as standard but this

can alter to suit your exact

needs. We offer curtains to

suit the following:

� Straight decks

� Sloping and curved fronts

� Double decks

� Rigid trucks

� Chipliners

� Insulated curtain sides

� Tail curtains

PVC Side Curtain PVC Side Curtain PVC Side Curtain

Transp
o

rt
Vehicle

C
urtains

PVC Side Curtain

“Stuart Canvas have provided
us with quality roll on roll off
sheets for many years and in
that time we have always been
happy with the quality of goods
and service provided. They are
a pleasure to deal with.”
Hilary Housby, Transport Manager at Bulmans Bulk Haulage
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Transport/
Filter Sheet/Rollover Sheet

Transport/
Other Transport/Cargo Control/Curtain Straps

Filter Sheet

Our filter sheets are very

strong and durable and are

made from breathable

material. Every sheet is

strengthened with rope

within the hem. These sheets

are used mainly in the

transportation of sawdust

along with a PVC top sheet.

Rollover Sheet

Stuart Canvas produce

rollover sheets of all sizes.

All made-to-measure,

our rollover sheets are

produced from heavy

duty PVC to the highest

specification.

Our sheets are

competitively priced and

made from a minimum

weight PVC of 560gsm

to a maximum of 910gsm.

They are easy to fit onto

any tipper unit and will

withstand all weather

elements.

Cargo Control

Our load restraint options

are endless meaning we can

accommodate all of your

restraint needs including:

� Cargo control straps

� Ratchet

� Winch

� Buckle

� Nets

� Kites

All come to suit any fixing

or track.

Bespoke
Can’t find what you’re looking for?
As one of the leading custom made cover manufacturers

in the UK, we’re confident that we can meet any covering

requirements with our bespoke offerings. Turn to page 30

for more information on this.
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Other Transport

Here at Stuart Canvas we

can produce covers for just

about all of your transport

needs, we offer a full

bespoke service including a

full measuring service,

manufacture and delivery.

Below is just a sample of

the products we can supply:

� Roll on roll off covers

� Filter sheet covers

� Opening roof covers

� Tilt covers

Curtain Straps

Our array of curtain straps

are available in a full range of

colours, strengths and

widths including:

� Bottom straps

� Full strap in pocket straps

� Various buckle and

rave hooks

� Sliding body covers

� Trailer covers

� Nets

� Skip covers

� Drag sheets and

floor covers

Roll Netting

“Stuart Canvas have provided
us with various haulage covers
over the last 20 years, the
covers are great value,
competitively priced and we
would highly recommend other
hauliers using Stuart Canvas.”
R Plevin and Sons Ltd
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Maintenance and Installation

Stuart Canvas offers a clean

and repair service on any

type of PVC covers or

sheets. Working from our

factory in Warrington,

we have the space and

machinery to clean your old

or current covers to help

you get the best from them.

We offer a ‘clean only’ or a

‘clean and repair’ service

which may help to prolong

the life of the cover.

Each cover is individually

inspected for damage

before cleaning and repair

work is undertaken. We also

offer a storage service for

all types of cleaning

contracts.

Our specialist maintenance

team can work with all

different types and weights

of cloth and are able to

repair anything from tension

curtains to roll on roll off

tops, to boat or trailer

covers. All repairs are

undertaken on-site.

In addition to our clean

and repair service we also

manufacture marquee

panels at extremely

competitive rates.

We use 750gsm marquee

(a lighter weight material

is available upon request)

and manufacture to the

very highest of standards.

Stuart Canvas also offer

an installation service for

aggregate, salt and any type

of large bulk or stockpiled

product. Our experienced

installation team can survey

the designated storage

sites or ports and assess

the level of sheeting

required.

Stuart Canvas offer a complete ‘clean and repair’ service
from covers to marquee panels and roll on roll off tops.

Fact: We also manufacture marquee panels
at extremely competitive prices

Our Factory

M
aintenance

and
Installatio

n

“We found Stuart Canvas very efficient, diligent and on time
when we ordered our marquee roof from them. I would
recommend them to anyone.”
Matt Bell at Four Seasons Marquees
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Our Clients
Cricket Tennis Football Horse Racing Bespoke/Industrial

Worcester Cricket Club
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“Salinity Group is Europe’s largest leading independent 
salt distributor. We invited Stuart Canvas to tender for 
a weatherproof solution to protect our large bulk salt piles
across our UK sites. Stuart Canvas redesigned our current
sheeting system and provided a complete ‘end to end’
solution for our sheeting needs. The result of this partnership
has resulted in a user friendly system offering complete
protection of our products again the inclement weather.”
Luke Hodgson, Salinity UK Ltd
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